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About Dr. Harvey Almost 30 years ago, Dr. Harvey Cohen began to have serious doubts about
commercial pet foods. As a nutritionist and animal lover, Dr. Harvey, began to lecture to
all who would listen about the dangers of chemicals, dyes and preservatives that were
being put into pet foods and fed to dogs, cats and birds.
At about the same time in his human practice in New York City, he began to hear from
his patients of case after case of cancer, kidney disease, allergies and many other
degenerative diseases in their pets.

Health Begins in the Kitchen
He began to research the reasons for this overwhelming rise of disease in companion
animals and came to believe that the foods that we feed our pets are ultimately the key to
their good health. Dr. Harvey believes now what he believed then, that “health begins in
the kitchen” and that feeding companion animals pet food made from chemical laden and inferior quality
ingredients is the number one reason for the rise in degenerative diseases in companion animals.
Dr. Harvey still believes that preparing fresh meals for your companions is absolutely essential to good health.
He believes that no matter how good a kibble or canned food may be, it is still a kibbled or canned food and
processed in a way that is inferior to a freshly prepared meal.

All-Natural, Chemical and Preservative-Free Diet
Speak to anyone who has lost a dog to cancer or cat to kidney disease, and they will tell you” if I had only
known earlier”. Most of them believed that they were doing the best for their companion. They were buying
“premium” pet foods, they were feeding the most expensive brand, but unfortunately “premium or most
expensive” does not add up to healthy animal.

The Birth of Canine Health – The Miracle Dog Food- Homemade Food Made Easy
So the eccentric doctor who told everyone not to feed their pets, pet food, suddenly had everyone’s ear.
Finding that there was a need for someone to make the foods that he had been
teaching about, Dr. Harvey began to make his formula for dogs. He began to
make the recipe that he had been telling everyone to make on their own and all
along he refused to compromise. Every
ingredient is human consumption only. He
refuses to purchase “pet grade” ingredients or
“seconds”.
He makes Canine Health, which over the years
came to be known as the Miracle Dog Food,
because so many people said, “my dog is better.
It’s a miracle!” He insists that it be made fresh
and the protein be added fresh daily. He makes
it without preservatives and without chemicals.

No Compromise – Only the best

We Make Our Food Fresh and We Want You to Make it Fresh
We do not private label our foods or have them made for us in another facility. All of our ingredients are added
under the watchful eye of Dr. Harvey and because we make everything and package it ourselves we have the
most stringent quality control.

100% Human Grade Ingredients ONLY
There is a bit of controversy about what “human grade” ingredients really means. At Dr. Harvey’s it means we
only purchase ingredients that are sold for humans. We do not use “pet grade”, “feed grade” or “off grade”
ingredients. We believe that animals should only eat foods that are fit for human consumption. These foods
have more governmental regulations, which means that they are less likely to contain harmful ingredients.

Our All-Natural Dog Foods Make Homemade Easy and Complete
If you are taking the extra time and energy to make fresh food daily for your companion, then it certainly pays
to do it right. Dr. Harvey’s takes the guesswork out of homemade. Whether you choose Canine Health-The
Miracle Dog Food or Veg-to-Bowl for a grain-free meal, you can make your homemade food with confidence.

Raw Diets Made Easy
Feeding meat alone is not enough using Dr. Harvey’s Pre-Mixes make feeding a raw diet balanced. Raw diets
can be complicated and Dr. Harvey’s makes any raw diet complete.

Vitamins and Minerals
Dr. Harvey’s pre-mixes allow you to be sure that your companion is getting all of the vitamins and minerals that
he or she needs in their daily diet. That is just what these pre-mixes provide for your companion on a daily
basis, while making a fresh complete and “easy-to-prepare” meal.

Fresh is Best and Here’s why…
We think fresh is best. Would you want to eat boxed cereal or canned food as your daily diet? No, of course
you wouldn’t. And we don’t think your companion wants to either. We know that fresh is best and our pre-mixes
make fresh possible. Even with a busy schedule it is possible to make a fresh meal for your companion every
day. You can also make enough for a few days and keep it in the refrigerator. Our foods will stay fresh for 2-3
days in the refrigerator and can be frozen for traveling or for a sitter.

Our Holistic Dog Foods Give You a Wide Variety of Vegetables and Herbs
Our foods make fresh meals with a wide variety of vegetables and herbs. Imagine if you were going to prepare
9 different vegetables daily for your companion? That would be a tremendous amount of work.
So Canine Health and Veg-to-Bowl give you all the variety that your companion needs and the preparation is
quick and easy.

You Add Your Own Meat and Control Fat and Calories
One of the great things about making fresh food is that it gives you control over what you are making. You can
avoid meats that your dog or cat dislikes or is sensitive to and you can control the caloric intake making losing
or gaining weight much easier.

